JOIN THE SYSTEM OF RICE INTENSIFICATION (SRI) RESEARCH NETWORK!

1) WHO CAN JOIN?
▶ Anyone interested in accessing SRI research publications or learning more about SRI can join! There’s no fee to belong to the group.

2) HOW CAN I SIGN UP?
▶ Send an e-mail to sririce@cornell.edu
▶ To use all the features of the online group library (including full text), sign up for Zotero, search for / sign up for the SRI Research Network, and join. (See reverse side of this card).

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF JOINING THE SRI RESEARCH NETWORK?
▶ Access 1,400+ SRI research items from our online group’s general library and key-worded subject-matter databases
▶ Find colleagues and make queries through the online discussion forum
▶ Find information on grants, employment, and educational opportunities
▶ Apply for competitive grants to present your SRI research at an international conference

http://sririce.org  http://sri.cals.cornell.edu/research/researchnetwork
HOW TO JOIN THE SRI RESEARCH NETWORK

Anyone can search the SRI Research Network’s Zotero database without signing up! However, to access full text of the documents, or to use the discussion forum, you need to join.

How to access the FULL SRI Research Network’s Zotero database:
1) Sign up at the Zotero website (http://www.zotero.org)
2) Under ”groups,” search for / sign up for the SRI System of Rice Intensification Research Network (The red ”Join” button is right below the group description)
3) Push the “Group Library” link to access the searchable database
4) Once in the library, use the search box, key words (tags), or special collection folders to find what you need!

For more information, visit
http://sri.cals.cornell.edu/research/researchnetwork

Access the Zotero database directly
https://tinyurl.com/sri-research-network-library

SRI-Rice at Cornell
sririce@cornell.edu

The SRI Research Network
https://tinyurl.com/sri-research-network

http://sririce.org